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 Resistance in the IDF and the Emergence of the Gay Community:
 An Instance of Social Transformation in Israel

 Michael Fisch

 Anthropology
 Columbia University

 I. Introduction

 In 1997, the first season of the prime-time Israeli television drama,
 Florentine , became a landmark in Israeli history when it showed explicit
 scenes of a central male character, Tomer, engaging in homosexual
 sex. In the context of the drama's ambitious attempt to engage political,
 cultural, and social questions facing Israeli society through the eyes of
 the twenty-something post-army Tel Aviv population, this first season of
 the drama can be read as an index of some of the forces of change that
 were gripping Israeli society at the time. The drama follows the lives of a
 group of friends living in the southern neighborhood of Tel Aviv,
 Florentine, as they endeavor to work through the transitional post-army,
 pre-career and pre-family period of their lives. In the first season of the
 series Tomer struggles against the backdrop of events leading up to
 Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin's assassination to come to terms with a

 father whose traditional views place him at odds with his son's new
 sexuality. He must also confront and a society in which the death of his
 high school friend, Erez, on the battlefield is elevated to an ideal of
 manhood and sacrifice for the nation.1 Rabin's assassination serves as

 a climax in the conflict facing all the characters and suggests an incipient
 collapse of established norms within the Israeli social structure. After a
 period of initial shock in which the characters attempt to come to grips
 with the realization that many of their fundamental beliefs and
 understandings of society have been thrown into chaos, they respond
 accordingly by initiating extreme transformations in their life goals,
 identities and plans. Thus, the trauma of the assassination is shown to
 have been accompanied by an emergence of alternative identities and
 social norms.2 One year later, as if to punctuate and confirm the message
 of the television drama, thousands of Israelis celebrated in the newly
 dedicated Rabin Square when the controversial transsexual Israeli
 performer, Dana International, became the second Israeli to win the
 Eurovision song contest. Finally, in 1988 the Israeli Knesset repealed
 the sodomy law, providing a legal basis for the acceptance of
 homosexuality.

 In an insightful study of the emergence of gay culture in Israeli society,
 Lee Walzer (2001) suggests that the depiction of homosexuality in
 Florentine and the open celebration of Dana International demonstrate
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 that gay culture is not simply developing as "alternative and alienated
 voices," but rather "taking its place safely within the Israeli consensus."3
 Walzer situates this transformation in Israeli society within the nexus of
 a number of tensions converging on the society from domestic and
 international sources. First, he sees it as part of an increasing acceptance
 of cultural diversity, which is explained as the effect of conditions created
 by the displacement of the hegemonic Western European Ashkenazi
 culture and its corresponding imperative equation: Israeli equals
 Ashkenazi. According to Walzer, the acceptance of cultural diversity
 was both a product of and catalyst behind a general explosion of interest
 in Eastern Sephardic/Mizrahi culture. Similarly, the large Russian
 immigration that refused to follow the precedent set by previous waves
 of immigrants and conforms to the Ashkenazi hegemonic ideal is cited
 as an influential force in the move toward diversity. Second, Walzer
 suggests that a more accepting position toward homosexuality
 emanating from progressive reform Jewish movements in the United
 States allowed for an alternative to the unequivocally anti-homosexual
 position of the politically powerful religious Jews in Israel. Third, he
 sees a general movement in the late 1980s and early 1990s from a
 "mobilized collective society to one that could allow individuals greater
 freedom" in correlation to a growing feminist as well as lesbian voice in
 the society.4 In an interview with, Chaya Shalom, the founder of a strong
 lesbian movement, Walzer draws a connection between the conditions
 for the possibility of the emergence of a feminist and lesbian voice and
 the struggle against notions of gender informed by the effects of war
 and the position of the military in Israeli society. He cites Shalom's
 explanation that lesbian feminists had to fight against two -isms, the
 "machoism of Israeli society, which educates women to view themselves
 as the helpmates of men, particularly in light of the role that the military
 continues to play in Israeli society, and the related issue of what she
 calls bitchonism, 'securityism.'"5 Although Walzer looks at the military's
 reluctant surrender to the realization of homosexuality in its ranks and
 its move to accommodate (in a minimal fashion) its laws for this reality,
 he does not examine at any depth the possibility that the condition for
 the coming-out of homosexuality in Israeli society was integrally related
 to the opening of a fissure in the military's role in the construction of
 male identity. The argument propounded in this paper stresses that since
 the IDF is a preeminent force in determining the nature of male identity
 in the social sphere, any attempt to identify an alteration in constructions
 of male identity in Israel must provide an adequate examination of the
 link between that emerging identity and the military culture. Furthermore,
 the potential sources for the transformation that Walzer does offer are
 themselves difficult to identify as causes rather than epiphenomena.
 Hence, although Walzer does offer excellent analysis of party and identity
 politics surrounding the emergence of an increasingly open gay
 community in Israel, by not addressing the dominant role of military
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 culture in Israel in producing gender definitions, he does not provide an
 adequate understanding of who the twenty-something year old men are
 and what are the structures in which they are situated that inform their
 identities and against which they struggle in developing alternatives.6

 An important work that does address in depth questions concerning
 homosexuality and the military and the construction of male identity in
 Israel is Danny Kaplan's, David, Jonathan and other soldiers (1999).
 For Kaplan the centrality of the culture of military service, which Kaplan
 identifies as a "fortress of masculinity" (mivtzar gavriuf), 7 in producing a
 hegemonic ethos of heterosexual masculinity in Israeli society provides
 the premise against which a homosexual in the military must necessarily
 contend. In investigating the experience of men who realized a
 homosexual identity during or before their military service, Kaplan
 focuses on the potential for an individual to maintain or develop an
 identity that is ostensibly incommensurable with the values dictated by
 the structure in which the individual is situated. He thus aims to
 understand the nature of the relations between the individual and the

 dominant social system by asking how the individual succeeds in
 negotiating and even assimilating aspects of the hegemonic identity
 model (in this case heterosexual masculinity) while maintaining
 individual, non-conformist, elements.8 By contrast, this paper attempts
 to identify an incipient fissure in the hegemonic model of male identity,
 which is read as a potentially initial moment of a transformation in the
 overall social structure. In other words, my emphasis will be on
 illuminating an example of social transformation, while Kaplan focuses
 on understanding the manner in which the individual negotiates the
 system in order to be part of it while maintaining a unique individually
 defined identity. Despite these differences in approach, I will draw on
 Kaplan's work in numerous places in order to establish the connection
 between the military culture and the production of a hegemonic
 heterosexual masculinity in Israel.

 In seeking to understand the condition behind the possibility for the
 emergence of public representations and practices of homosexuality in
 Israeli society as an aspect of social transformation, it is important to
 situate the analysis within an understanding of the manner in which
 transformation is the product of the practice of a specific subject-agent
 (referring to the question of who) located in a network of social relations.
 The prescient juxtaposition in Florentine of the themes of political unrest,
 combat military service and homosexuality herald the main argument of
 this paper. It will be suggested that there is an integral link between the
 emergence of open displays of homosexuality in Israel and resistance
 within the IDF (Israel Defense Force) stemming from questions regarding
 the moral foundation and necessity of the military operations in Lebanon
 and the occupied territories.
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 II. Theory behind Social Transformation

 For some time now the emphasis in anthropology has shifted away from
 examining the manner in which societies, as systems, reproduce
 themselves and the subjects that comprise them ad infinitum. Inherent
 in this shift has been a redirection of the analysis toward understanding
 how social transformations occur on a micro and macro level, the
 character of the transformation and, most importantly, the role that the
 subject plays in determining the character of and inducing
 transformation? Sherry Ortner (1996) states the issue succinctly: "the
 question is how actors 'enact; 'resist; or 'negotiate' the world as a given,
 and in so doing 'make' the world."9 Ortner goes on to suggest that what
 the actors "make" might produce "the same old social and cultural thing -
 'reproduction'. Or it may turn out to produce something new, although
 not necessarily what the actors intended."10 Intention presents a grey
 area not only since, "its relationship to the outcome is often quite
 oblique,"11 but also since that obliqueness renders the anthropologist's
 work of reverse engineering the outcome in order to identify an initial
 intention that produced that outcome all that much more difficult.

 Practice Theory

 There have been several variations of the attempt to work with this
 understanding of the process of social transformation under a general
 rubric of what is called practice theory. Practice theory can be seen as
 seeking the middle path between the notion of an uncompromising
 system that tirelessly constitutes a type powerless non-subject to
 replenish its functional content and the idea of human agents who freely
 engage and manipulate their lived conditions toward autonomously
 determined projects. Practice theory is thus informed by earlier
 anthropological concepts that viewed the repertoire and intention of
 human action as entirely determined by an overarching structure while
 at the same time acknowledging that the same human action produces
 the structure and may instigate transformations in the process of
 reproducing it.

 Marshall Sahlins (1981) theory of "structures of conjuncture" is one
 attempt to work within and expand upon the processes of practice theory
 within a consideration of history.12 "Structure of conjuncture" identifies
 the motor of social transformation in the convergence of different
 culturally informed practices and beliefs and the ensuing negotiation
 that this confrontation demands that the relevant parties engaged in
 contact make between the lived experience and their structurally informed
 presuppositions. Although, Sahlins life work focuses on the social
 transformation precipitated by the arrival of Captain Cook in the Hawaiian
 Islands in 1779, he argues that his theory is not limited only to such
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 extreme examples of inter-cultural contact, suggesting instead that
 "effects of transformation and reproduction are maximally distinguished
 in situations of cultural contact, although the processes involved are by
 no means unique to these situations."13 In other words, while the
 transformative dynamic is augmented by the clash between disparate,
 interests, world views and cultural identities, a similar dynamic can also
 occur on a daily level in the context of any human relations.14 Hence,
 transformation is not dependent on contact between subjects from
 culturally and geographically disparate environments but can occur
 within any given social formation as a result of the constituent social
 relations of a structure.15

 Similar to the tension between reproduction and transformation that
 Ortner identifies as part of practice, Sahlins' places transformation and
 reproduction in an interdependent relationship that is substantiated by
 the actions of a human subject responding to immediate lived experience
 of "conjuncture." The necessity of this relationship leads Sahlins to pose
 the question of whether there can be transformation without reproduction
 or the inverse: "one may question whether the continuity of a system
 ever occurs without its alteration, or alteration without continuity."16

 The relationship between transformation and reproduction that Ortner
 and Sahlins posit is helpful for understanding that social transformation
 is ultimately a conservative process. That is to say, one does not go to
 sleep at night and wake up in the morning to an unrecognizably
 transformed world (except perhaps in the movies). Rather, as Ortner
 demonstrates in the case of a transformation in conceptions of gender
 among the Nepalese Sherpa and as Sahlins suggest through his study
 of Cooks arrival in Hawaii, social transformation can be a long,
 accumulative process in which the intentions of individual actors are
 tempered by intentions from other actors over the course of time, which
 can render the whole process imperceptible to those very actors who
 are enmeshed in it. Even historically significant events such as a political
 assassination, wars, or major social reform, which may seem like
 moments of social upheaval, do not comprise sudden paradigm shifts.
 They are instead the product of an accumulating momentum of change.17

 Social Status and the "Game"

 Another important aspect of practice theory comes from Pierre Bourdieu's
 (1990) understanding of the promise of power, the constraints and the
 incentives in the acquisition of symbolic capital that inform strategies of
 human practice. Through the notion of the habitus, which for the sake of
 brevity we will define as a lived world of dispositions, practices and
 social relations, Bourdieu situates human practice within a social field
 whose topography of tensions, potential benefits and loss, and social
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 position mediated through strategy, produce the effect of a game.18 In
 contrast to an actual game where a participant's "entry into the game
 takes the form of a quasi-contract, which is sometimes made explicit," in
 the context of the social field "one does not embark on the game by a
 conscious act, one is born into the game, with the game; and the relation
 of investment, illusio, investment is made more total and unconditional
 by the fact that it is unaware of what it is."19 Yet, as Ortner points out, the
 internalized character of strategy constituted through the conditions of
 habitus in Bourdieu's model of social life as a kind of "game" runs the
 risk of eclipsing the intentionality of the subject. Ortner thus endeavors
 to re-introduce the intention harboring subject in her notion of social life
 as a "serious game." In the "serious game",

 Social life is culturally organized and constructed, in
 terms of defining categories of actors, rules and goals
 of the games, as so forth; that social life is precisely
 social, consisting of webs of relationships and
 interaction between multiple, shifting interrelated
 subject positions, none of which can be extracted as
 autonomous "agents" and yet at the same time there
 is "agency," that is, actors play with skill, intention, wit,
 knowledge, intelligence.20

 The following attempt to track the emergence of the gay community in
 Israel as an instance of social transformation accompanied by incipient
 practices of resistance against service in the IDF is informed by these
 notions of practice theory, specifically Ortner's "serious game." The
 argument will begin by identifying the military's ability to produce a
 hegemonic model of heterosexual masculinity in greater Israeli society
 on account of the perceived paramount importance of the IDF in assuring
 the continued existence of the nation. The surfacing of the gay community
 is then posited as a possibility only once resistance to service in the IDF
 from within the prestigious ranks of the combat soldier serves to devalue
 the currency of this hegemonic model within society, thus allowing for
 alternative constructions of gender to emerge.

 It is worth mentioning at this point that an important assumption is that,
 theoretically, there is no essential opposition between homosexuality
 and the military. Plainly put, one's sexual preference has no bearing on
 how well performs as a soldier. This is something that Kaplan makes
 explicit in presenting a number of cases of homosexual individuals
 who, while not revealing their sexual preferences during their service,
 were recognized by their comrades as competent soldiers. The often
 perceived incommensurability between homosexuality and military duty
 is thus the effect of specific ideologies informing gender constructions
 and preconceptions regarding the proper roles for men and women
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 within the nation and military. As will be seen below, military culture - in
 any nation - tends to cultivate a taboo on homosexuality as a part of an
 effort to create a division of labor between combat capable men and
 women in auxiliary non-combat roles. Despite the emergence of the
 gay community in Israel, the lasting consequence of this structure in
 Israel has been that the majority of gay men "come out" only after having
 finished their initial military service.21

 The guiding principle for this paper is that because of the importance of
 the IDF in Israeli culture and the role that it has had in the construction of

 notions of masculinity - including taboos on homosexuality - in greater
 society, an attempt to understand who the twenty-something gay men
 are must look through the lens of the military related values that form
 their cultural milieu. It is through an understanding of the constraints of
 this milieu that engender heterosexual practices in Israel that
 homosexuality can be properly understood as a practice of resistance
 that can emerge within the context of social transformation.

 III. Military, Heterosexuality and Manhood

 All Jewish men in Israel, aside from the ultra-religious, are required from
 age 18 to serve a minimum of three years in the IDF. After this period of
 regular service (sadii) they must continue to serve an average of one
 month every year in reserve duty (miluim).22 The majority of Israeli women
 are also required at age 18 to serve two years in the IDF but have been
 prohibited from combat positions and do not generally do miluim.23

 There is little doubt among scholars who study the position of the military
 in Israel regarding the centrality of the army in the production of
 heterosexually oriented gender roles in Israeli society.24 While there is
 no need to reproduce this argument in its entirety here, it will be helpful to
 summarize the main points. For this purpose, and in interest of remaining
 close to practice theory, I will draw on resources based on interviews with
 IDF soldiers. It must be emphasized that, on one hand, the gender values
 and norms informed by the military-society dynamic discussed in the
 following section are very much applicable to Israeli society in the year
 2002. On the other hand, the argument that will be posited at a later point
 is that opposition in Israel to military policy regarding Lebanon and the
 Intifida (Palestinian uprising) eventually affected a fissure in this dynamic,
 which allowed for the gay culture in Israel to emerge.

 Eyal Ben-Ari (2001) examines the relationship between manhood and
 military service, where manhood is defined as "the approved way of
 being a Jewish male in Israeli society" through interviews with soldiers
 conducted by Amia Lieblich (1 989).25 Ben-Ari suggests that the conflation
 between "maturity" and "manhood" that emerges from Lieblich's study
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 is a gendering phenomenon that "pertains to military service in general"
 since the "the warrior is still a key symbol of masculinity in Western
 societies."26 In Israel, the currency of this symbol has been reinforced
 due to the protracted nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict. The general
 principle behind this association is the idea that that combat is the
 means for "achieving and proving manhood," which Ben-Ari finds
 expressed repeatedly throughout the interviews.27 In other words: "The
 image of 'being a man' in Israel is still firmly connected with overcoming
 military demands and the horrors of war with flying colors, with the
 supposed willingness to sacrifice - without fear - the most precious
 essentials of life, health and sanity... The military is the natural business
 of men."28 Despite the fact that women in Israel are also subject to
 mandatory conscription, combat, as in the military of other nations, is
 specifically gendered since women have been barred (until 1995) from
 serving in combat units.29

 True to the Bourdieuian notion of the social field as a game, there is
 considerable status attached to the position of combat soldier. Ben-Ari
 states: "service in combat units is directly related to status: status is
 dependent on proximity to, or distance from, the epitome of the
 serviceman - the combat soldier."30 The amount of status one secures

 as a combat soldier is not a constant. Rather, it is determined by one's
 position in the combat unit hierarchy; soldiers in the elite Special Forces
 units are at the top of the hierarchy while those in various units with less
 intense combat roles, such as artillery or engineering, comprise the
 lower level. The non-combat male soldier, known as a jobnik, is
 completely outside this hierarchy and thus unable to access the symbolic
 capital associated with manhood and combat. Although all women serve
 in a jobnik position, the term is restricted for men in non-combat units
 and ultimately infers that their positions are not "proper" roles for a man
 and interchangeable with the strictly non-combat female roles. Thus
 through the gradation of status organized around the link between combat
 and manhood, these roles serve as a "central means for designating
 'proper' male and female domains."31 In this context, a common method
 among instructors and drill sergeants for belittling combat soldiers in
 training is to address them in the (Hebrew) feminine form, which
 presumes a question of their hayalut (combat proficiency) by comparing
 them to women. The efficacy of these insults rests on the logic that the
 more of a "fighter" a soldier is the more he is considered to be a true man
 and vice versa. 32

 Military Symbolic in Society - the Currency of Status and the Morality
 of War

 There is certainly nothing uniquely Israeli about conflating combat and
 manhood and the corresponding gender bifurcation in the military.
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 However, the importance of the military in Israel has caused a spilling
 over of military values into the culture of regular society in a manner that
 is perhaps more visible than in the other democratic nations.33

 The protracted nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict and ensuing wars has
 created a "general consensus on the need to protect the collectivity
 from the permanent threat to Israel's existence."34 Up until the Lebanon
 war and Intifada (Palestinian Uprising),35 the repercussions of which
 will be discussed at a later point, this situation was consistently manifest
 in a "no choice" attitude toward conscription that curtailed any moral
 ambivalence concerning service in the IDF.36 While such a situation has
 consistently produced high motivation among the population to serve in
 the IDF, it has also served to place the military at the center of Israeli
 culture. The psychology produced by this state of affairs was expressed
 best by a former Chief-of-Staff who suggested that "the civilian in Israel
 is a soldier on eleven months' annual leave.37 In other words, there has
 been an unequivocal blurring of boundaries between the military and
 civilian spheres in Israel. The consequence of this blurring has been
 manifest in the fusion of "collective goals and personal incentives related
 to military service." Within this schema, being allowed to "participate in
 the security effort represents a kind of reward," and involves the belief
 that the military offers one a unique opportunity to participate in key
 events and possibly influence national policy.38 Given the centrality of
 this connection, it should come as no surprise that opposition to military
 service has been consistently viewed as a form of selfishness bordering
 on overt betrayal of the collective.39

 A prominent effect of the merging of the military and civilian life in Israel
 has also been that the two spheres have developed a shared system of
 symbolic capital such that status accrued in the military is often
 exchangeable with status in society. As Ruth Linn explains, "army service
 becomes an entrance ticket to Israeli society in general, and the job
 market and political life in particular."40 Until recently, one was able to
 see this clearly in the importance given to military service history in the
 job market. Despite the fact that a man who served as a jobnik in some
 organizational facility in the IDF would be more qualified for a managerial
 position in a company than a man who spent three years of service in
 the paratroops practicing maneuvers, patrolling towns in the occupied
 territories and guarding the border, the assumption would be that the
 latter was more mature, capable of handling stress, more emotionally
 stable and generally more competent.41 The stigma of being a jobnik
 would also be something that one would continue to carry well after the
 initial three years of regular service ended.42

 What emerges from the above is an understanding of the manner in
 which the close link between civilian and military spheres provided an
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 incentive for men to conform to behavior patterns dictated by military
 culture such that the gender norms determined within the military attained
 a hegemonic position within Israeli society. As long as there was complete
 consensus concerning the imminent threat to the survival of the nation
 and thus an unequivocal moral foundation for Israel's wars, motivation
 not only to serve in the IDF but to do one's best by internalizing its norms
 was unwavering. That is to say, one was born into the game and playing
 the game well meant immediate symbolic capital during one's service
 and the promise of future symbolic capital in civilian life.

 Under these circumstances, refusal to serve was unheard of as it would
 have meant complete ostracism from society and be perceived as a form
 of selfishness bordering on betrayal of the nation. Moreover, it would
 have severe ramifications on one's career opportunities in civilian life
 even after completing the mandatory jail sentence for dissenters. Thus,
 despite any ethical objections to the military, refusing conscription was
 never a viable option as long as one had to remain in Israel. The lack of
 such dissenters in Israel suggests that at age 18, it is unlikely that one
 would be either mature enough or financially able to leave the country.43

 As will be shown below, the extremely tight nature of the connection
 between the military and civilian life and the status afforded to the combat
 soldier in this system made it so that the only potential legitimate voice
 of opposition to the military could come from the combat soldier. I will
 argue that when this voice of dissent does emerge in the wake of the
 heavy price in Israeli lives sacrificed for the prolonged IDF presence in
 Lebanon and increasing moral opposition to serving in the Intifada, it
 comprises an event of "conjuncture." This conjuncture then disrupts the
 reproduction of the combat-equals-manhood ideal in Israeli society by
 calling into question the theretofore undisputed value of sacrifice for
 national goals. Once the fissure in the military's hegemonic position in
 society appears, it provides the condition of possibility for gender
 identities to surface that do not derive their status from nor are
 immediately relevant to the military.

 Fissures in the Military Ideals and Status

 Two fingers from Sidon
 I sit in depression
 All day long patrols and guarding
 Watching who to shoot44

 Although there have been instances of criticism of the IDF, most often
 from individuals and sometimes from small groups, the dissention that
 arose surrounding Israel's Lebanon war and the (the first) Intifada was
 unprecedented.45 Ruth Linn remarks that, "the Lebanon war marks a
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 dramatic point in the intensity, depth, and magnitude of criticism in the
 form of disobedience."46 The momentum from this dissention then carried

 over to affect the motivation of soldiers called to suppress the Intifada in
 the occupied territories (Judea, Samaria and Gaza).

 The Lebanon war began as a planned seventy-two hour incursion into
 Lebanese territory in order to stop the PLO (Palestinian Liberation
 Organization) from firing katyusha rockets into Northern Israel.47 The
 operation was thus aptly called "Peace for the Galilee" and was planned
 to bring the army within "shtei etsbaotme sidon" (two fingers from Sidon).
 As if to prove the cliché that "nothing is as permanent as that which is
 temporary," the planned seventy-two hour incursion, which initially had
 full support from the Israeli population, became a full scale invasion and
 siege on Beirut before subsiding into a seventeen year presence in
 Southern Lebanon that devastated morale of the nation and soldiers.48

 The decline of morale and loss of social prestige the military suffered from
 this prolonged and unpopular campaign was articulated in a popular
 song (cited above) from a movie of the same title, shtei etsbaot me sidon.

 The wave of opposition that arose among soldiers and the Israeli public
 to the war in Lebanon as well as dissention over serving in the Intifada
 is a phenomenon that has been explored in depth by a number of
 scholars.49 Drawing on these resources and others, I will focus on
 demonstrating the manner in which resistance among combat soldiers
 to the IDF's project in Lebanon, West Bank and Gaza unintentionally
 challenged the absolute position and rhetoric of the military in society,
 thus cracking the dominant model of heterosexual masculinity endorsed
 by the military and allowing for the emergence of a gay community.

 The number of soldiers who refused to serve in Lebanon and the Intifada

 was never large: 165 reservists refused service in Lebanon and 186
 (nineteen of which were regular soldiers the rest reservists) had refused
 to serve in the territories by 1993.50 However, in view of the enormous
 social constraints supporting participation in the IDF, the very fact that
 such a group existed should be read as an index of in increasing sense
 of disillusionment with the politics behind these campaigns. This leads
 to an important distinction: The soldiers who refused to serve in Lebanon
 were not rejecting the IDF nor the cultural values that it supported. Instead,
 they were rejecting the unclear objectives, politics and subsequent
 military negligence that characterized the war and resulted in the
 needless loss of soldier's lives.51 This distinction can be seen in the fact
 that the majority of soldiers who opposed the war did serve when called
 but participated in anti-war demonstrations once they returned to civilian
 life.52 By contrast, a number of the soldiers who refused to serve in the
 territories went as far as to question the legitimacy of the military, which
 Linn suggests was apparent in the range of their defiance: from refusing
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 to wear the IDF uniform to demands that they not be assigned any duty
 related to the Intifada such as guarding in settlements or prisons (within
 the Green Line) populated with Palestinian detainees.53

 Despite the lack of open support in the media for the dissenters, their
 actions opened a space in society for a criticism of the IDF, which was
 increasingly taken up by political movements organized for and by mothers
 and wives who began to question the moral necessity of the war and the
 IDF's authority to demand the sacrifice of their sons and husbands.
 Similarly, criticism against the IDF's policies also became more frequent
 in mainstream media, albeit there was still a consistent lack of support of
 dissenters. Moreover, these voices created the possibility for a much larger
 yet less extreme culture of "gray" resistance to emerge among reservists.54
 This type of resistance was manifest in more subtle tactics, such as
 arranging to be out of the country during reserve service, and a growing
 consensus that anyone who was not inventive enough to think of a way to
 avoid reserve duty was a fryer (sucker).55

 The slow decline in the hegemonic status of the combat soldier and the
 IDF in Israeli society can be seen clearly in statistics. Baruch Kimmerling
 explains that in 1988, 63 percent of new draftees were willing to serve in
 combat roles while in the 1 990s there was a tendency toward a "declining
 motivation" to serve in the armed forces among secular youth. By 1994
 only 52 percent of the draftees expressed willingness to serve in combat
 units;56 and in 1 995, in an unprecedented incident that made the papers,
 soldiers at the bakum (IDF induction base) voiced complaints to the
 visiting Defense Minister, Yitshak Mordechi, about having to serve.57

 It is safe to say that the majority of the soldiers who refused to serve or
 voiced opposition to IDF policies never intended to destabilize the
 hegemonic values of the military in Israeli society by allowing for a
 legitimate non-military oriented identity to emerge. On the contrary, in
 most cases the tone of the opposition was decisively nationalistic, relaying
 a sense of disappointment with what was perceived as the moral decline
 of the nation and urging reform. However, one of the long term effects of
 questioning the moral necessity of the IDF campaigns was to cast doubt
 over the status and value of service in the military. Furthermore, the
 image of the courageous, macho combat soldier who, for the sake of the
 nation, feared neither death nor injury was forever broken.58 Citing the
 publicist, Doron Rosenblum, Meira Z. Weiss sums up the situation: "The
 image of the soldier is shrinking in Israeli society."59 In a more optimistic
 tone, Walzer describes post-Lebanon, post-(first) Intifada Israel in the
 following terms: "The country's founding myths are based upon the
 masculine, mostly secular, heterosexual Ashkenazi male. But today,
 there is a kind of post-Zionist movement that really questions the collective
 values that have formed Israel's culture."60
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 The Connection

 The nature of societies and the entangled tendrils of cultural spheres
 and values that constitute them makes it impossible at times identify a
 single direct causal relationship between one event and another.
 Societies are not chemical equations and historical events are not
 comprised of known variables that can be programmed into a computer
 in order to determine the breadth of possible consequences. In part, this
 is what renders the relationship between practice, intentionality and
 social phenomenon in history such a difficult course to map. In this
 context, the argument in this paper has not been that resistance to the
 war in Lebanon and dissention concerning the IDF role in the Intifada
 was directly responsible for the birth of a gay community in Israel. Rather,
 to reiterate, the argument has been that this resistance, initiated by
 those who had already proved themselves loyal to the collective on the
 battlefield, allowed for the first sustained and organized critique of the
 IDF. The critique, which began by questioning the moral necessity of the
 IDF military campaign in Lebanon and the territories, eventually evolved
 to question the system of undisputed values in society informed by the
 theretofore perceived inevitable centrality of the IDF in Israeli culture.
 Once these values could be questioned, the hegemonic model of
 heterosexual masculinity that drew its authority and support from military
 culture loosened just enough for alternative masculinities to surface.
 The assumption here must be that the gay community no doubt existed
 long before this historical shift, yet the social constraints preventing its
 "coming out" were too firmly in place.

 While it is impossible to map perfectly the trajectory of this conjuncture,
 ironically enough, perhaps the best expression of the connection
 between the practice of resistance to the IDF and the emergence of
 alternative identities comes from the official IDF magazine, BaMachane.
 In one instance the magazine, which had only recently been allowed to
 break away from its role of faithfully carrying the official IDF flag in order
 to offer critique of military policy, was finally shut down for several weeks
 after carrying an article about a retired gay colonel who had come out
 during his military career and gone on to become an gay-rights activist.
 But this was only the magazine's supposed second violation of military
 etiquette. In a previous instance, the magazine had featured a photograph
 of a shirtless paratrooper cum professional male model in a provocative
 pose on its cover. The model was quoted as saying that he would "rather
 be starring on the catwalk than patrolling Arab villages."61 In a somewhat
 related manner, a recent article for the gay and lesbian Internet
 newsmagazine, The Advocate draws a direct connection between refusal
 to serve in the current (second) Intifada and gay identity. One interviewee
 is reported as stating his refusal to serve as arising from a sense of
 solidarity between one oppressed minority group and another: "I cannot
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 see myself, as a gay [man], contributing to oppression [of] other
 minorities, including women, Palestinians, transgenders, whatever."62
 Another interviewee suggests that as part of the struggle for equal rights
 in Israeli society the gay community is obligated to make a political
 stand on behalf of Palestinian rights.63

 IV. Conclusion

 While Israeli society has indeed undergone a significant transformation
 in recent years, it would be wrong to overestimate the degree and depth
 to which these transformations have affected the entire culture. Despite
 the fact that the gay culture in Israel enjoys unusual support in Tel Aviv,
 activists are quick to warn that there is still a considerable gap between
 acceptance of homosexuality outside Tel Aviv and the rest of the country,
 as is there a gap between the progressing legal acquisition of gay rights
 and the acceptance of homosexuality among the general populace.64
 More importantly, the increase in motivation among Israeli youth to serve
 in combat units that has accompanied the "no choice" attitude toward
 the IDF's role in suppressing the outbreak of terror in recent years,
 cannot but have had a considerable influence in once again reaffirming
 military informed gender roles.65

 Notes

 1 This idea is expressed plainly in the series when another character
 becomes interested in Erez's girlfriend only to be told that there is no
 chance of ever winning the heart of a woman whose boyfriend has died
 in battle and become ha-haver ha-mitologi (the mythical boyfriend).
 2 Lee Walzer, 2000. Between Sodom and Eden : a gay journey through
 today's changing Israel New York:Columbia University Press. P. 142.
 3 Ibid, p. 143.
 4 Ibid. Also, in defense of Walzer it is important to add that the collapsing
 of the identities "lesbian" and "feminist" does not present an oversight
 on his part but is a phenomenon that occurs in Israeli society and is thus
 reflected in Walzer's work. It is also worth noting that Yaron Ezrahi (1 997)
 argument in Rubber Bullets provides convincing support for the idea of
 Israel's transformation from society structured exclusively toward
 collective concerns to one granting greater freedom to the individual.
 See Yaron Ezrahi, 1997. Rubber bullets : power and conscience in
 modern Israel New York:Farrar Straus and Giroux.

 5 Walzer, 2000, p. 44.
 6 As a parenthetical note, it is worth mentioning here that one could
 also argue that the sudden economic growth in Israel following the
 peace treaty with Jordan and the initiation of negotiations with the
 Palestinians had a strong transformative effect on the cultural norms.
 This period of unprecedented prosperity fostered an increasing sense
 of optimism among the Israeli public and the belief that Israel would
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 finally grow out of an existence plagued by constant military crisis into a
 "normal" multi-cultural European-like nation. While the economic
 situation definitely contributed to the opening up of Israeli society,
 prosperity alone is not enough to account for what will be argued was a
 fissure in the military's central role in the construction of a heterosexual
 ideal. Furthermore, despite the successful peace treaties and ensuing
 economic growth, one must not forget that at the time Israel was still
 heavily committed in Southern Lebanon in an operation that was
 devastating army morale, exacting increasingly higher death toll, and
 losing public support.
 7 Danny Kaplan, 1999. David , Yehonatan ve-hayalim aherim : 'al zehut,
 gavriyut u-miniyut bi-yehidot keraviyot be-TsahalTe' Aviv:ha-Kibuts ha-
 me'uhad. P. 12. (Hebrew).
 8 It is worth noting that similar to Kaplan's finding regarding homosexual
 men adopting the hegemonic masculine values of the military culture
 during their service, Orna Sasson-Levy (2001 ) finds that female soldiers
 admitted to what have been traditionally considered masculine roles
 also tend to "adopt various discursive and bodily identity practices"
 associated with masculinity Orna Sasson-Levy, Fall 2001. "Gender
 Performance in a Changing Military: Women Soldiers in "Masculne"
 Roles." Pp. 7-22 Israel Studies Forum 17(1).
 9 Sherry B. Ortner, 1 996. Making gender : the politics and erotics of
 culture Boston, MA.Beacon Press. P. 1.
 10 Ibid, p. 1.
 11 Ibid, p. 2.
 12 Marshall David Sahlins, 1981. Historical metaphors and mythical
 realities : structure in the early history of the Sandwich Islands kingdom
 Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
 13 Ibid, p. 68.
 14 Ibid.

 15 A good example here is Judith Stacy's (1998) work concerning
 changes in the norms surrounding the institution of the family in the
 United States Judith Stacey, 1 998. Brave new families : stories of domestic
 upheaval in late-twentieth-century America Berkeley: University of
 California Press.

 16 Sahlins, 1981, p. 67.
 17 It is perhaps helpful to note there that one must therefore be suspicious
 of the political incentives behind historical narratives that posit decisive
 historical ruptures as the site of emergence for "new" regimes.
 18 Pierre Bourdieu, 1990. The logic of practice Cambridge:Polity Press
 in association with Basil Blackwell. P. 67.

 19 Ibid, p. 67.
 20 Ortner, 1996, p. 12.
 21 See Hen Alvaz, Uanahnu po ," Ha Aretz, September 12, 1997. P. 38.
 (Hebrew). This is supported by the experiences related in Kaplan's work
 as well; see Kaplan 1999: 161-162. Kaplan explains that despite the
 official acceptance of gays by the IDF most individuals believed that
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 coming out during their service would hurt their chances for promotion
 and complicate relations with their units. This fear is shown to be
 legitimate due to the catch-22 nature of the military's position on
 homosexuality where on one hand it homosexuality is supposedly not a
 grounds for discrimination yet it is viewed as a potential security risk,
 which translates into the possibility of an individual being assigned to a
 menial and unchallenging duty without much hope for promotion.
 22 The age until which an individual must participate in reserve duty
 differs according to the nature of the service and the individual's physical
 condition.

 23 Men who become officers usually serve at least four years and women
 who become officers serve at least two and a half years. The age until
 which a man must perform reserve duty depends on his role in the
 military. Theoretically, women are supposed to do reserve duty until age
 24 or until they get married but this has rarely been enforced due to
 abundance in regular female soldiers. There are also non-Jews, such
 as Bedouin or Druz who also serve in the IDF.

 24 See for example Amia Lieblich, 1989. Transition to adulthood during
 military service : the Israeli case Albany:State University of New York
 Press. Or, Eyal Ben-Ari and Galeet Dardashti, Eds. 2001a. Tests of
 Soldierhood, Trials of Manhood: Military Service and Male Ideals in
 Israel in Tests of Soldierhood, Trials of Manhood: Military Service and
 Male Ideals in Israel. New Brunswick, N.J. ; London, Transaction
 Publishers.

 25 See Lieblich in Ben Ari and Dardashti, 2001.
 26 Ben-Ari and Dardashti, Eds. in 2001, p. 243.
 27 Ibid in p. 250.
 28 Ruth Linn, 1996. Conscience at war : the Israeli soldier as a moral
 critic Albany: State University of New York Press. 1996, p. 7.
 29 Women serve two years (two and a half for officers) instead of the
 required three years for men (four years for regular male officers). Since
 1995 the IDF has allowed women to serve in a limited number of combat

 roles. The efficacy of this change in upsetting the combat soldier equals
 man equation as well as other assumptions guiding the gender
 hierarchy in the army and society is, however, highly debatable; see
 Sasson-Levy (2001).
 30 Ben-Ari and Dardashti, Eds. in 2001, p. 253.
 31 Cited in Ibid Ben-Ari, p. 254.
 32 In my own experience, I recall one particular shooting range instructor
 whose most frequent insult when one failed to cock a pistol with the
 proper agility and aggression was " ata dorech kemo nekevaV (you cock
 [your gun] like a female).
 33 The effects of this spilling over is best articulated by one of the interviewees
 in Kaplan's work who states that whoever has not had the military experience
 is "less of an Israeli" in his eyes. See Kaplan, 1999, p. 184.
 34 Lieblich, 112.
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 35 The first Intifada began on December 9, 1987 one day after a traffic
 accident outside Jabalya refugee camp in the Gaza Strip in which an
 Israeli army truck ran into a group of Palestinians, killing four and injuring
 seven. Due to the fact that an Israeli salesman had been stabbed to

 death in Gaza two days earlier, many Palestinians believed that the
 collision had not been an accident. The uprising continued until 1993
 when Prime Minster Yitshak Rabin and Yasir Arafat signed a treaty to
 begin an Israeli withdraw from the West Bank and Gaza Strip and to
 develop peaceful relations between the two peoples, leading to the
 eventual foundation of a Palestinian State. The second Intifada began
 in the year 2000, most ostensibly as a result of disillusion with the
 progress of the peace talks and accusations by both sides of a failure to
 abide by the tenets of the initial treaty. The uprising has also been said
 to have been triggered by Ariel Sharon's visit in that year to the Temple
 Mount a in Jerusalem.

 36 Linn, 1996, p. 8.
 37 Cited in Lieblich, 1989, p. 112. Note: "Eleven months" since men are
 required to serve one month of reserve after discharge from their regular
 service.

 38 Ibid, p. 113.
 39 It is important to note here that this is only applicable to secular and
 religious Jewish Israelis who are eligible for the draft. The system of
 values for the ultra-religious men, who do not serve in the IDF, is entirely
 different and separate.
 40 Linn, 1996, p. 7.
 41 Many of the men in my own unit confessed that what a prospective
 employee did in the military is sometimes the dominant factor in deciding
 whether or not to hire the person.
 42 One of the first occasions for me to realize this was before I was

 drafted as I was driving through Tel Aviv with a group of people who had
 all finished their service several years before. Our route took us past the
 military's main headquarters with the café's and sandwich shops that
 line the sidewalks around it, which are always crowded with soldiers
 who perform administrative duties at the headquarters (jobnikim- the
 plural form of jobnik) on break. As we passed this area, one of the men
 in the car who had served in the armored division called out in a leering
 voice, "jobnikim" which drew a response of laughter from the other men
 and women in the car.

 43 One must remember that there is nothing equivalent in the Middle
 East to what the Canadian border was for Americans who wanted to

 avoid the draft during the Vietnam War. It has also been difficult for
 Israelis to obtain work visas for Europe and the United States.
 44 A translation can be at best lacking. "Two fingers" refers to a means for
 measuring territory on a map and was the original distance that the
 Defense Minister, Ariel Sharon, claimed the IDF would enter Lebanon.
 Hence the title of the song is a cynical critique of this political objective.
 Also, the final line of the stanza, "looking at who we have to shoot"
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 involves a play on words since "to shoot" could also be "to see" in
 Hebrew and thus denotes the confusion surrounding the army's
 objectives.
 45 There was, for example, a letter from combat reserve soldiers sent in
 1978 to Prime Minister Menachem Begin stating criticism and fear that
 his policies were leading to another war. This letter served as a precedent
 for a letter of similar content sent to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
 in 1998 by hundreds of reserve officers. See, Aria Dayan, " le kevod rosh
 ha memshala, menahem begin" Ha Aretz, January 1, 1998. (Hebrew).
 46 Linn, 1996.
 47 While katyusha rockets are not extremely accurate they can be fired
 in mass from small, mobile vehicles. The psychological affect these
 rockets had on the Northern population in Israel was devastating and
 the more the PLO were able to fire, the more they were able to adjust
 their aim in order to hit populated urban centers.
 48 Statistics of how many soldiers were killed in Lebanon from 1982-
 1 999 are surprisingly difficult to find. However, 1 ,226 soldiers were killed
 between 1982 and 1985 - when Israel pulled out of most of Lebanon
 but created a security zone inside Lebanese territory where it remained
 until 1999. Even after this withdraw in 1985 the operation continued to
 claim the lives of soldiers almost weekly until the withdraw in 1999. Two
 major incidents that shook the public during this time were the collision
 of transport helicopters carrying troops to Lebanon in 1997 in which 73
 soldiers died and a failed commando frogman mission in 1997 where
 12 soldiers died.

 49 See for example Linn, 1996; Meira Z. Weiss, Ed. 1999. The military
 and militarism in Israeli society in The military and militarism in Israeli
 society. Albany, State University of New York Press.
 50 Ruth Linn, 1989. Not shooting and not crying : psychological inquiry
 into moral disobedience New York:Greenwood Press. Pp. 10-11.
 51 An excellent account of the political and military chaos surrounding
 the Lebanon war can be found in Zeev Shiffs work. See Zeev Schiff,
 Ehud Yaari and Ina R. Friedman, 1984. Israel's Lebanon war New
 York:Simon and Schuster.

 52 Linn, 1989, p. 10.
 53 Ibid, p. 79.
 54 Ibid, pp. 127-8.
 55 Several of my close friends who served in combat units have gone to
 such pains as purchasing an airplane ticket to Europe the day before
 they knew they would receive orders to report to reserve duty. Others
 managed to forge travel tickets.
 56 Baruch Kimmerling, 2001 . The invention and decline of Israeliness : state,
 society, and the military Berkeley:University of California Press. P. 212.
 57 See Eitan Rabin, "meaz november 96 gada! mespar ha mevakshim
 lesharet be yehidot sadeh me 74%- le 80 %," Ha Aretz, July 25, 1997.
 (Hebrew). As this newspaper article cited here makes clear, this trend
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 did not continue. However, increase in motivation to serve in combat
 units in the following years must be put in context with the increase in
 terror attacks in that time. These attacks were perceived by the Israeli
 public to demonstrate a lack of support among the Palestinians for the
 peace process and resulted in a return of the "no choice" attitude
 regarding service in the IDF.
 58 Some Israelis draw a connection between the breaking of this image
 and the conditions that allowed for the first and second Intifadas. In

 other words, the argument is that once the Palestinians realized that the
 Israeli soldier was not invincible the notion of a successful uprising
 became a possibility. However, one must be wary of such an argument
 as it places the blame for the Intifada on the soldiers who resisted rather
 than the settlement projects pushed by the religious parties and the
 government's poorly conceived political policies.
 59 Weiss, 1999, p. 303.
 60 See Jousha Brandt's interview with Lee Walzer in "The Jewish

 Bulletin:" http://www.jewishsf.com/bk000526/etsodom.shtml.
 61 Tracy Wilkinson, "Israeli Army Weekly ordered closed after cover story
 on gay colonel," Los Angeles Times, June 10, 2001.
 62 Duncan Osborne, "The rite of refusal" The Advocate, September 3,
 2002.

 63 Ibid.

 64 Alvaz, 1997.
 65 There are no recent statistics available to the public concerning the
 number of Israeli youth who have requested to serve in combat units.
 However, I did receive an answer from the IDF in response to a query for
 statistics regarding the number of youths who had requested to serve in
 combat units from 1996-2001 . 1 was informed that "in general there has
 been an increase in the number of males requesting to serve in combat
 units but details are not available for security reasons."
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